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This thesis addresses the need for a reference publication
to enhance the financial and supply systems training of the
U.S. Navy's Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification
Standards program. The thesis presents topics and discusses
the reasons for the inclusion of these topics in the reference
publication. In conclusion, the thesis makes several recom-
mendations concerning the use of the reference publication
and presents an appendix which provides a sample publication
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What is wrong with the supply department? They never
have the repair parts I need! Similar questions and state-
ments concerning supply and financial systems afloat are
often asked or stated aboard U.S. Navy ships. The shipboard
manager wants to know why he cannot get the required funds
to operate his division or department as he would like. He
has questions concerning the repair parts support for the
equipment his division maintains. The Division Officer or
Department Head needs answers to routine supply procedural
questions such as how to obtain material, how to dispose of
unusable material, or how to get more funds, and better
utilize them.
These financial and material management questions must
be answered to enable the manager to make his daily alloca-
tion decisions. The effectiveness of the manager's daily
planning is reduced by his lack of knowledge and need for
answers to supply and financial questions. However, asking
too many basic questions seems to be counter-productive
since the time spent asking and answering these questions
reduces the time available for actual management practice.
Therefore, a look at other means of obtaining the supply and
financial knowledge will be undertaken.
Before looking at these other means, it must be understood
that the supply and financial procedures apply to all types

of shipboard managers whether the individual officer is a
member of the line community, Supply Corps, Medical Corps,
or Chaplain Corps. Although this thesis will focus on the
answers to the line officer's questions as they pertain to
operating divisions and departments such as weapons, engineer-
ing, electronics, or communications, these answers would be
useful to the staff corps officer as well.
Another way to obtain the supply and financial knowledge,
besides asking questions, is to do whatever seems right in a
given situation. If the manager is wrong, he may find out
and, therefore, he will learn from his experience. "Learning
by experience" is a good technique since one can usually
remember more if the task has been performed. However, the
consequences of an uninformed decision may prove to be highly
visible and cost the Navy significant amounts of personnel,
material, and financial resources.
Assume that the ship's Engineer Officer during an over-
haul period has a major piece of equipment, such as a main
feed pump, which requires replacement with a modern pump
made by a different manufacturer. If the Engineer Officer
does not know what methods may be employed to ensure that
the ship has the required repair part support, the command
could incur a minor casualty in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean and not be able to make the required repairs.
This casualty could result in rescheduling another ship
to meet an operational commitment, providing a fleet tug
to tow the ship into port, and/or requiring emergency
W
procurement and shipment of repair parts, which would far
exceed normal procurement and transportation costs. This
one example may provide a harsh learning experience and may
produce an adverse effect on the reputation and career
of the Engineer Officer (and the Supply Officer)
.
It appears that simply asking questions or learning from
good and bad experience are not the most efficient means
of obtaining the basic supply and financial knowledge
necessary for daily decision-making. A process of formal
training may prove more efficient. Formal training prior
to assignment aboard ship will help develop the confidence
of the individual and prevent wasted effort and bad experi-
ences. On-the-job experience is always necessary. However,
experience should come after a formal introduction to the
systems involved. Formal training also helps the line
officer know what questions he should ask of his subordinate
personnel as well as the supply personnel.
Structural training is a most efficient and recognized
method to obtain basic knowledge of shipboard life. The
line officer's first contact with Navy training programs
is usually through Officer Candidate School (OCS) , Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC) , or the U.S. Naval Academy.
These programs emphasize the traditional aspects of the line
officer's duties in areas such as navigation, engineering,
and ship handling as well as introductions to Navy organi-
zation and customs. With the exception of the Naval Academy,
these programs provide a very brief introduction to the role

of the line officer afloat. None of these programs cover
the subject of supply or financial procedures. In 197 3,
the Navy introduced a program entitled "Personnel Qualifica-
tion Standards". This program provides a formal method of
accounting for on-the-job training and formal training
lectures.
Within the Personnel Qualification Standards program,
which includes enlisted and officer segments, is a portion
designed specifically for the line officer afloat. This
program is called "Surface Warfare Officer Personnel
Qualification Standards". In addition to a formal written
qualification program, two Surface Warfare Officer schools
(one at Newport, Rhode Island, and one at San Diego, Calif-
ornia) have been established to take the junior officer from
Officer Candidate School, Reserve Officer Training Corps,
and the U.S. Naval Academy and provide him with supplemental
training in the skills required to become a surface ship
division officer. This program and school provide the line
officer with the basic tools necessary for performance of
his daily routine and leads him through the steps of quali-
fying as a Division Officer, Officer of the Deck (Inport)
,
Junior Engineering Officer of the Watch, Combat Information
Center Watch Officer, Officer of the Deck (Underway), and




II. INTENT OF THESIS
The intent of this thesis is to enhance the training
effort of the Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualifica-
tion Standards program. In carrying out this intent,
specific benefits are derived. One benefit is the promo-
tion of better line officer/supply officer relationships,
through a better understanding by the line officer of the
supply and financial systems of the Navy. The line offi-
cer's understanding of these systems will give him an
appreciation for the procedures and regulations which the
Supply Officer is required to follow.
Another benefit is the ability of the line officer to
better manage and plan a division's work. If the Division
Officer understands the systems and the reasons for the
systems which provide repair parts and money to his divi-
sion, then, he can better utilize these resources. The
overall benefit to the Navy will be a saving of funds
through better management thereby reducing waste of manhours,
material, and money.
In order to enhance the training effort, it is necessary
to present the basic supply and financial information in
a brief, usable form. The information must be presented
in a general format in order that the line officer on any
surface ship from the largest aircraft carrier to the smallest
auxiliary may find it useful. It must be designed for the

line officer who deals with a computerized accounting system,
as installed on aircraft carriers and other large ships, and
still meet the needs of the majority of line officers who
serve on non-computerized ships. The information presented
must provide enough basic background for the line officer to
handle daily questions and to know what additional informa-
tion he requires from the supply department. It does not
have to be written in such detail as to provide training for
the line officer who performs the duties of the Supply
Officer aboard small ships because there is already a
publication for this purpose entitled "Guide for Line Officers
Performing Supply Duties."
Based on the above general requirements, the following
specific assumptions will be applied:
1. The information must be presented in a handbook form.
2. The handbook must be brief enough to make reading
easy and rapid.
3. The handbook must provide examples, where necessary,
to illustrate documents used in the supply and
financial systems.
4. The handbook must present the material as it applies
to the non-computerized (non-automated) ship with
supplemental information provided for automated ships.
5. The material in the handbook must coincide with the
information required to complete the Surface Warfare
Officer Personnel Qualification Standards.
12

6. The information must be extracted from pertinent
Navy supply and other publications. As changes
occur, required information must be updated.
7. Additional information must be included which is
not dictated by Navy publication but relies on line
officer and supply officer experiences.
The above specific requirements assist in producing a
valuable handbook which can be used as a reference for the
Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
program as well as being utilized as a tool for the line






Individual relationships between U.S. Navy line and
supply officers can often be a classic example of the line/
staff conflict as seen in private industry and in other
parts of thepublic sector. One of the major reasons for
such a relationship can be the perception of each other's
role. The line officer, who is constantly under pressure
to keep the ship's equipment functioning and available
for any mission, perceives that the Supply Officer controls
the money that he must have to do his job. There may never
seem to be enough money to do what could be done and,
therefore, the Supply Officer becomes a management roadblock.
In contrast, the Supply Officer may view the line officer
as a poor financial manager, who could make better use of the
funds provided to support the ship. As a result of these
perceptions, differences may arise between line officers and
supply officers over everything from spare parts and money
to food or laundry service. Instead of working together
to accomplish their tasks, they may work independently and
waste limited resources. Although not all differences
between the line officer and staff officer can or should be
resolved, their perceptions of each other's role can be
changed by an increase, on both sides, in the knowledge of
14

the other's job. This increased knowledge will help promote
the necessary team effort required aboard any U.S. Naval
ship.
The line officer's job requires him to manage Navy
personnel, material, and funds. In his daily routine, he
allocates these resources in order to support the ship's
mission. For example, when he signs requests for leave,
early liberty, advancement, or any other request from the
personnel assigned to him, he is allocating his personnel
resources. In order to effectively manage this personnel
resource, he must have knowledge of Navy and command
personnel regulations and policies.
Another major function that the line officer performs is
the maintenance supervision of the equipment for which he is
responsible. Planned maintenance must be scheduled and
performed in order to maintain the ship's readiness. To
accomplish the task of material maintenance management, the
line officer is required to be familiar with the Navy's
Maintenance and Material Management (3M) program and command
policies with regard to maintenance.
Throughout his daily resource management decisions, the
line officer will come in constant contact with the ship's
supply department. To effectively allocate the financial
resources, obtain repair parts, and handle personnel questions
concerning shipboard services, he must understand the Navy's
basic supply and financial procedures.
15

The Supply Corps officer afloat also has personnel,
material, and financial management responsibilities.
However, he is a staff officer and is not the ultimate
material and financial manager. Although the Supply Officer
accounts for all funds, maintains the consumable and repair
parts inventories, and is trained in the procedures of the
Navy's supply and financial systems, he is only an advisor
to the Commanding Officer in regards to supply matters. The
Supply Officer is not trained to decide what must be
accomplished in engineering, communication, or electronic
fields and, therefore, should not make the financial resource
allocation decisions.
These decisions are clearly the responsibility of the
Commanding Officer and/or Department Head concerned. The
line officer, therefore, does require training in personnel,
maintenance, supply and financial areas as well as various
specialty areas, such as engineering, electronics, or weapons
Of course, the Supply Officer would also be more effective
with additional training in the various technical aspects
associated with the line officer's management problems.
However, the intent of this thesis is to enhance the line




B. GENERAL LINE OFFICER TRAINING PROGRAMS
1. Precommissigning
The Officer Candidate School, Reserve Officer
Training Corps, and U.S. Naval Academy are precommissioning
training programs designed to help a new Naval officer make
the transition from a civilian to a military environment.
These programs are developed to give the officer an overview
of what is available in the naval service and introduce him
to traditional seafaring skills, i.e. navigation and ship
handling. These courses are taught to prospective line
officers, supply officers, and other designated staff corps
officers and, therefore, are general in nature. The courses
do not include instruction in shipboard personnel, material,




The Supply Corps officer immediately upon commis-
sioning reports to the Naval Supply Corps School in Athens,
Georgia for training in shipboard supply procedures
.
Instruction in personnel management is also included in the
curriculum.
In the past, the line officer may have been trans-
ferred to schools in communications, ship handling, or
cryptography prior to being assigned to a ship. However,
most newly commissioned line officers were sent directly to
surface ships without additional training after commissioning.




The Surface Warfare Officer school has now been
established which specializes in training the newly commis-
sioned line officer to assume his role as a Division Officer
aboard a surface ship. The school has two sites: Newport,
Rhode Island and San Diego, California. The Surface Warfare
Officer school was developed along with a comprehensive
Personnel Qualification Standards program to apply the skills
learned and gain further training.
There are a number of other training programs
available for the Naval officer. However, they will usually
occur after a significant interval of time. These programs
include the Armed Forces Staff College, Naval War College,
Naval Postgraduate School, and Department Head School
(formerly Destroyer School) . These provide advanced training
in a great variety of specialties. With the exception of
Department Head School, they do not provide specific instruc-
tion in shipboard procedures.
C. LINE OFFICER SUPPLY TRAINING
The Surface Warfare Officer training and qualification
programs are based on a publication entitled "Personnel
Qualification Standard for Surface Warfare Officer". The
publication is divided into six sections as follows:




4. Officer of the Deck (00D) Inport
18
II
5. Officer of the Deck (00D) Underway/Combat
Information Center (CIC) Watch Officer
6. Warfare
Each qualification section contains four main subdivisions;
theory, systems, watchstations , and qualification cards.
The theory subdivision specifies, in general terms, the
background that will assist the officer prior to commencing
the study of the specific equipment(s) or system(s). This
theory subdivision is normally taught at Surface Warfare
Officer school. The systems subdivision explains system
components, principles of operation, major parameters,
system interrelations, and safety precautions which apply
to an individual system or equipment. The watchstation
subdivision provides operating instructions, normal and
abnormal operating conditions, and emergencies and casualties
Finally, the qualification card is used to record the
officer's progress toward completing the section in which he
is working.
Each of the subdivisions of the six qualification
sections contains several subjects. For instance, the theory
subdivision of the Division Officer section has twenty-five
subjects including shipboard organization, counseling,
security, supply, safety, and damage control. These subjects
are assigned a four-digit number whose first digit represents
the qualification section. The second digit indicates in
which subdivision the subject is included.
19

Theory subjects have a one as the second digit; systems
subjects, a two; watchstations subjects, a three; and
qualification subjects, a four. For example, the security
subject number is 2111, which indicates that it is the
eleventh subject of the theory subdivision of the Division
Officer section. Within the subject, the more detailed
requirements are also numbered with the subject number plus
a decimal point and a number used for sequencing only. For
instance, requirement number 211.31 is located under security
theory and requires the officer to explain "access" and
"need to know"
.
Throughout this thesis the requirement numbers will be
used in order to provide easy reference back to the Surface
Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification Standard publications.
This thesis will concentrate on the requirements which apply
to supply and financial systems of the Navy. (Most of these
requirements appear in the Division Officer section.)
There are several subdivisions in the Division Officer
section which pertain to supply and financial procedures.
Section 2113, entitled "Supply Theory" includes requirements
on shipboard supply functions, supply funding, publications
and forms, controlled equipage, and general terminology.
Another section which relates to Casualty Reports (CASREPTs)
discusses required supply information needed for the reports.
Maintenance Data System (MDS) theory, Section 2118, is related
to the supply function since much of the information for this
system comes from supply documents.
20

The Division Officer watchstation requirements of
Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
list actions which each Division Officer must perform to
qualify. Among these actions are the preparation of surveys,
material request documents, controlled euipage custody cards,
and casualty reports. Each of these actions require a basic
knowledge of supply and/or financial procedures, which
enables the line officer to recognize the reasons behind
these actions. In spite of all the supply and financial
procedures discussed in the Personnel Qualification Standards,
there is not a reference publication designed to be used with
the program.
There are two publications presently used as the primary
references for the supply training portion of the Surface
Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification Standards. The
first publication is "Afloat Supply Procedures" (NAVSUP P-485)
,
which contains the specific rules and regulations governing
the supply department's procurement and inventory control
functions. (This publication does not include those functions
related to food service or ship's store operations.) The
periodical is written for use by supply officers and supply
department personnel who have had training at the Navy Supply
Corps School or storekeeper "A" school. The publication is
extremely lengthy and detailed and because of this does not
meet the requirements proposed in the thesis intent.
21

The second publication is the "Guide for Line Officers
Performing Supply Duties" (NAVEDTRA series 10779) . This
publication was written to provide basic supply knowledge
to the line officer who will be performing the duties of
the Supply Officer in a small fleet unit where a Supply
Corps officer is not assigned. This publication contains
much more information than is required for the officer to
meet the Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification
Standards and, therefore, it is also too lengthy for the
purpose of the Surface Warfare Officer program. There is
not a publication available specifically written for the
line officer to use as an abridged reference during Surface
Warfare Officer school or upon completion of school when he






The Surface Warfare Officer training program would be
enhanced by providing a publication to be used in the supply
and financial procedures area. In order to meet the needs
of a training program and remain within the requirements
listed in the thesis intent, the following sections discuss
the topics which must be included in the publication and
provide the reasons for their inclusion in the publication.
B. AFLOAT SUPPLY ORGANIZATION
As an introduction, a section on the supply department
organization aboard ship is required. It delineates the
functions of the supply department by explaining the material
support activities (providing repair parts) and the service
activities (food service, laundry, and ship's store). This
section also identifies each division within the supply
department and the division's area of responsibility. This
makes identification of the responsible Division Officer
easier when the line officer has a question concerning supply
support and services. The information in this section
provides the prospective Surface Warfare Officer with the
knowledge to meet requirement number 2113.11 of the Supply
Theory portion of the Division Officer Personnel Qualification




C. USEFUL PUBLICATIONS AFLOAT
1. Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL)
The Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) is
one of the most important official Navy documents aboard
ship. Without the COSAL, maintenance of equipment would be
difficult to impossible. The COSAL lists:
a. equipments/components installed on a specific
ship;
b. repair parts and special tools required for
operation, overhaul, and repair of the
equipment;
c. items used in the operating spaces for the
safety of personnel and the care and upkeep
of the ship.
The COSAL is both a technical and supply document. It is a
technical document, in that equipment nomenclatures, operating
characteristics, and technical manuals are described in
Allowance Parts Lists (APLs) for each equipment or component.
It is a supply document, in that the COSAL provides a list
of items required to achieve maximum, self-supporting
capability for an extended period of time.
The COSAL must be kept up to date as equipment
changes occur. The reporting of these changes to the Supply
Officer, who submits them to inventory control points for
repair part support, is the responsibility of the line
department. As a result, the division officer or department
head must have a good background in the use and maintenance
of the COSAL. COSAL training is a must in the publication
this thesis proposes for line officer training. COSAL
24

training also prepares the line officer for the following




2113.31 State the purpose of the COSAL.
2113.32 State the three main parts of
the COSAL.
2113.33 Explain the method for entering
and using the COSAL.
2. Other Publications
a. Navy Management Data List (NMDL)
The Navy Management Data List (NMDL) provides an
up to date catalog of all stock numbered items for which the
Navy has a need. It lists stock number, unit of issue,
unit price, and other management information. The NMDL is
published on microfiche and distributed quarterly to keep
the prices and stock numbers current. The primary function
of the NMDL is to inform the officer as to the validity of
a stock number and provide the current price in order to
monitor expenditures.
b. Master Repairable Item List (MRIL)
The Master Repairable Item List (MRIL) is a
catalog of selected Navy items which, when damaged or
unserviceable, are required to be returned to designated
overhaul points for repair and ultimate return to system
stock. It is either less expensive to repair these items
than to purchase new replacements or procurement lead times
25

are excessive. The line officer must be aware of this
publication in order to understand how the supply department
determines if an item requires return.
c. Navy Consolidated Hazardous Item List (CHIL)
The Navy Consolidated Hazardous Item List (CHIL)
is published to alert users of the potentially hazardous
nature of certain items in the supply system. This publica-
tion includes chemicals and material which pose an inherent
danger to life and property but does not include ammunition,
fuel, or drugs. Within this publication is a list of items
which are not allowed to be stowed aboard ship. The line
officer must be aware of this publication since stowage
requirements for hazardous material aboard ship is provided.
d. Afloat Shopping Guide (ASG)
The Afloat Shopping Guide (ASG) is designed to
assist fleet personnel in identifying the stock numbered
items that are most frequently used by ships. It gives
detailed descriptions of the items, provides illustrations
of many of the items, and identifies substitutes, where
applicable. This publication is useful to line department
personnel in trying to identify a stock number when no
specific data except the item itself is available (i.e., a
screw or bolt)
.
e. Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide
Overseas (CARGO)
The Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide
Overseas (CARGO) is published in two versions: one for
26

the Pacific fleet and one for the Atlantic fleet. The
CARGO is tailored for use by afloat requisitioners when
requesting material from replenishment ships. It identi-
fies items by stock number and nomenclature for use in
making a shopping list for underway replenishments. If
the ship suffers an equipment casualty and, it cannot
be repaired due to unavailable stock, the CARGO can provide ^
an instant check to determine if the replenishment ship
carries the urgently required repair part.
3
. Division Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
The Supply Theory portion of the Division Officer
Personnel Qualification Standards (Requirement 2113.34)
requires the line officer to state the purpose and scope
of several supply publications including the Navy Management
Data List and the Master Repairable Item List. The addi-
tional publications in the preceding sections are useful
tools that the Division Officer or Department Head can use
in his daily contacts with the supply department.
D. OPERATING TARGET (OPTAR)
The daily operating and maintenance expenses of a ship
are funded by the Congressional appropriation entitled
"Operation and Maintenance, Navy (O&MN)". The office of
the Chief of Naval Operations distributes these funds to
the fleet commanders, who allocate them to the type commanders
The type commanders then provide individual ships with funds
in the form of operating targets (OPTARs) . These OPTAR
grants are normally provided quarterly.

Once the ship receives its OPTAR grant, the Commanding
Officer of the ship is responsible for the proper expendi-
ture of the funds. The Commanding Officer will usually
give each department an operating target based on a budget
submission from each Department Head. The Supply Officer,
in his role as a staff officer, assembles the budget sub-
missions and discusses them with the Commanding Officer.
The individual department must keep records of its expendi-
tures to ensure it does not exceed its budget and, thereby,
cause the ship to exceed its operating target.
The Type Commanders monitor each ship's expenditures.
Over-obligations reflect unfavorable on the command's
management ability. The chance of over-obligations will
be reduced if proper planning and financial management are
performed throughout each department of the ship, and
especially, if the Supply Officer is providing the required
staff services.
With regard to fund management, the Supply Theory section
of Division Officer Personnel Qualification Standards has
the following requirements:
Number Requirement
2113.21 Explain the normal procedures used to
apportion available funds within
the ship.
2113.23 State the purpose and content of the
following
:
a. Division Supply Log




In the area of material procurement, the line officer
must be aware of certain restrictions instituted by higher
authority. These restrictions will affect the procurement
of material, by the supply department, for his division.
His knowledge of key restrictions will help avoid misunder-
standings and better promote a team effort for the afloat
unit.
Nearly all procurement actions are transacted through
Navy supply activities using requisitions prepared by the
ship's supply department. The ship's senior Supply Corps
Officer is the only person aboard authorized as a contracting
officer for the U.S. Navy [1: 3-67],
Correct procedures to follow and the use of proper forms
will greatly assist in acquiring the proper material and
services. Every shipboard officer must be able to prepare
a material request document in order to recognize improper
documents when they are submitted by division personnel
for the Division Officer's signature. The reasons for each
entry on the NAVSUP Form 1250, the primary material request
document for non-automated ships, and the DD Form 1348,
the primary request document for the automated ships, must
be known and understood.
The information in this section will meet the following





2113.22 State the steps and procedure for
ordering and procuring material
through the ship's supply system.
2113.35 State the purpose and content of
the following supply documents:
a. NAVSUP Form 125
b. DD Form 1348
b. Qualification
Number Requirement
2401.132 Prepare a NAVSUP Form 1250.
2402.18 Fill out and submit a supply
requisition.
2402.325 Discuss the results of improperly
filled out supply requisitions.
F. SUPPLY/3M INTERFACE
The Navy's supply system and Maintenance and Material
Management (3M) Program interface in two areas which concern
both the line officer and supply officer. The first area
is known as pre-expended bin (PEB) material. PEB material
consists of limited repair parts which are stored in depart-
mental spaces close to the area where maintenance is performed
These parts are expended from the Supply Department's stock
records when they are given to the cognizant department
rather than when actually used in a maintenance action.
The pre-expended bin program is designed to provide
ready access for maintenance personnel for frequently used,
low value maintenance material. The criteria to establish
pre-expended bins and for replenishment and monitoring of

the bins must be fully understood. This will ensure that
full advantage is taken of the pre-expended bin program to
save procurement lead time and to meet the requirements of
the 3M program.
The other area of interface is a subsystem of the 3M
program known as the Maintenance Data System (MDS) . MDS
is designed to provide a means of recording maintenance
actions in substantial detail, so that a great variety of
information may be retrieved concerning maintenance actions
and equipment performance. One of the primary sources of
information for MDS is the material request document (NAVSUP
1250 or DD 1348) prepared by the division's maintenance
personnel.
Several entries on these documents link the repair part
usage to a particular equipment. If these entries are not
included on the document, the job of determining which repair
parts to stock aboard ship becomes an estimate rather than
a figure based on experience with the equipment and demand
for the repair parts.
It is important that each manager understand his role in
the pre-expended bin and Maintenance Data System programs.
This section meets requirement number 2113.52c of the Supply
Theory section of the Division Officer Personnel Qualification
Standards. In addition, this section will provide some of
the background information required to complete the MDS




The term "repairable" refers to a component or part
designated by a Navy inventory manager as an item which can
be economically repaired when it becomes unserviceable.
It is the responsibility of the Supply Officer to identify
these components aboard ship and ensure compliance with the
special management procedures associated with repairables.
Awareness of required procedures in order to assist in the
proper maintenance of these expensive and critical components
is necessary. To be of assistance, the Division Officer
or Department Head must know when the turn-in of a defective
component is required, what documentation must accompany -
the component, and what care must be exercised to avoid
further damage to the component prior to its return to the
overhaul point. This subject is not presently addressed
in the Division Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
but in recent years has received considerable attention
from inventory managers.
H. CONTROLLED EQUIPAGE
Controlled equipage is a small class of material which
requires special management control because the material is
essential for the protection of life or is relatively valua-
ble and easily convertible to personal use. Items such as
binoculars, typewriters, and first aid kits are controlled
equipage. These items are located throughout the ship in
offices and work spaces. The Supply Officer of the ship
maintains a complete list of the items requiring control.

The accountable officer must know which items under
his management are controlled equipage and how to maintain
proper accounting. He must be aware of his responsibilities
to take inventory, sign custody records, and report receipts
or losses.
The Supply Theory section of the Division Officer
Personnel Qualification Standards also requires the following
Number Requirement
2113.41 State the contents and purpose of
the Controlled Equipage Custody
Record (NAVSUP Form 306)
.
2113.42 Discuss the procedures a division
officer must employ in accounting
for controlled equipage.
I . SURVEYS
The survey is a document used to provide a record of
action taken on the loss or damage of controlled equipage,
repairable items, or other material when directed by the
Commanding Officer or higher authority. The survey pro-
cedure provides an administrative review of the condition /
of the material, the cause of the condition, the responsi-
bility therefore, and the recommendation for disposition.
It also authorizes the expenditure of the material from the
records on which it is carried.
There are two types of surveys; formal and informal.
The formal survey is used when someone is held responsible
for the loss or damage of the equipment or when directed
by the Commanding Officer or higher authority. The formal
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survey is investigated by a formal survey board of from one
to three officers appointed by the Commanding Officer. The
informal survey is used in all other cases. The head of the
department having custody of the material performs the
investigation and reviews the survey.
The procedures to follow when initiating a survey, the
material requiring survey, and the types of surveys must be
understood by the individual officer (s) conducting the survey.
The Supply Theory portion of the Division Officer Personnel
Qualification Standards requires the following:
Number Requirement
2113.43 State the conditions under which
a piece of equipment would be
surveyed.
2113.44 State the content of the Survey
Request, Report and Expenditure
(NAVSUP Form 154)
.
2113.45 List the five steps of the survey
procedure.




1. Casualty Reports (CASREPTs)
The casualty reporting system was developed by the
operating managers of the Navy to inform higher authority of
casualties which limit a ship's capabilities. The casualty
report is transmitted via a pre-formatted message to higher
authority. Within the format is a caption which requires
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certain supply data on repair parts needed to correct the
casualty. The line officer must work closely with the
Supply Officer to ensure correct information is submitted
in this message. The Operations Reports Theory section of
the Division Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
requires the officer student to briefly discuss the inter-
relation between a CASREPT and the supply requisitioning
system (Requirement number 2115.13).
2. Selected Item Management (SIM)
Selected Item Management (SIM) is a concept with
which all officers must be familiar. It is an inventory
control principle which, in non-automated ships, focuses
management attention on the small percentage of items that
experience the majority of demand. These items receive
close attention and have established high and low limits in
an effort to ensure a never-out stock position. The SIM
process also allows the ship to stock on board additional
items, based strictly on demand, even though the items may
not appear in the list of authorized spares in the COSAL.
Selected Item Management also enables the Supply
Officer to carry more than is allowed on authorized items,
if demand justifies the additional quantity. The SIM concept
gives the Supply Officer greater flexibility in managing his
inventory. From the line officer's point of view, all he
must do, to ensure an item is carried aboard, is to create





An item must be demanded two or more times in
six months to become a SIM item and will remain a SIM item
until no demand is registered in six consecutive months.
Automated ships have a similar program with the same require-
ments but it is called "demand based" instead of SIM.
Inclusion of Selected Item Management in the training
reference, meets requirement number 2113.52a of the Supply
Theory portion of Division Officer Personnel Qualification
Standards which requires the line officer to define the term
"Selected Item Management".
3 . Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP)
The Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP) is
an area which is of utmost importance to any ship.. It occurs
at a time when the departments are involved in a major over-
haul of the ship in a shipyard. The line department is
concerned with obtaining repairs to its equipment and
completing the overhaul on time and may leave the problem of
supply support strictly to the supply department.
The SOAP process, which is designed to improve the
supply readiness of the ship, entails the offload, identi-
fication, and inventory of shipboard stocks of repair parts,
disposition of excesses, requisitioning of deficiencies, and
the reload and restorage of allowed items in authorized
quantities. The involved departments must provide personnel
for this operation who have expertise in their rating and
can identify repair parts that are applicable to the equip-
ment they maintain aboard ship.
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Often times, these personnel are also the ones that
the division needs to supervise the major overhaul of equip-
ment. Therefore, serious personnel shortages may result.
However, the fact remains that their experience and knowledge
are necessary to the SOAP operation to ensure that material
is correctly identified and that critical repair parts are
not disposed of as a result of improper identification.
When personnel are assigned to the SOAP team, who do
not have the expertise required, because the experienced
personnel are assigned elsewhere aboard ship, all should
clearly understand the possible consequences. This situation
may not be beneficial to the Supply Department and, eventually,
may affect the other departments through poor supply support.
K. GLOSSARY
A glossary is essential to a training publication of this
type. It must include one or two sentence definitions of the
major terms and concepts presented in the publication in
order for the line officer to have a ready reference for use
in studying the financial and supply systems of the Navy.
The glossary makes an excellent concluding chapter for a
reference publication designed to enhance the supply and
financial training efforts of the Surface Warfare Officer




Since the asking of basic procedural questions can
become an inefficient method of acquiring the knowledge
necessary and on-the-job experiences may prove disastrous,
the line officer must have acquired knowledge in many areas
prior to reporting for duty aboard ship. Until recently,
some of these areas of knowledge, such as supply and finan-
cial systems, have been left out of the line officer training
programs. However, the development of the Surface Warfare
Officer Personnel Qualification Standards and the accompanying
schools and publications is having a significant impact on
the line officer's understanding of all phases of his duties
including personnel management and supply/financial planning.
Focusing on the supply and financial procedures training,
it can be seen that there is an additional need for a text or
reference publication to provide a condensed version of the
necessary training information. This text could be printed
and made available in a brief handbook format using the
assumptions made in the thesis intent and include, as a
minimum, the subjects discussed in the previous sections.
In order to further enhance the development of a publication
to meet this need, Appendix A is provided as an example of a
handbook that would meet the requirements of the supply and





Due to the limited time and funds available, Appendix A
provides only a starting point for development of the
reference publication. It is suggested that liaison be
conducted between the Surface Warfare Officer schools and
the Naval Supply Systems Command, with the intent of
developing a useful publication for use as the primary
reference for the Supply Theory section of Division Officer
Personnel Qualification Standards. It is further suggested
that this handbook be used as a text for the supply portion
of the Surface Warfare Officer school curriculum.
Another method of fully utilizing this handbook would
be to provide copies to afloat units in sufficient quantity
for every officer to have a personal copy. Wide distribution
in this manner would provide the officer with a tool he can
use in his daily transactions with the Supply Department.
It also might be used to train department enlisted personnel
in the use of supply publications, preparation of material
request documents, and other aspects of the supply operation.
The handbook material could become an integral part of the





APPENDIX A - Line Officer's Guide to Supply Afloat
Preface
This publication is a sample training guide and reference
to assist line officers afloat in their daily interactions
with the Navy's supply and financial systems. It is not
intended to be the final reference for the supply portion of
Surface Warfare Officer Personnel Qualification Standards
but a guide to provide assistance in developing a publication
that will provide enough information for the line officer to
better understand supply/financial procedures.
It is intended that this publication provide basic
knowledge in supply and financial management so the line
officer can better allocate the limited resources available
or know what questions to ask of the Supply Officer when more
information or resources are required.
This publication was prepared using Afloat Supply
Procedures , NAVSUP Publication 4 85, Reprint 1, Change 19 as
the primary reference. As changes are made to NAVSUP P-485,
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Chapter 1 - Afloat Supply Organization
A. Introduction
The following section will assist the line officer in
obtaining answers to specific supply questions. The supply
organization presented is applicable to all ships since it
is the organization which applies mainly to the aircraft
carrier. In general, with the exception of the Aviation
Stores and Data Processing divisions, the organization
represents most afloat units.
B. Supply Department Functions
Afloat supply functions are categorized into material
support and service functions. Material suport functions
relate to operational and maintenance requirements , while
service functions entail operating personnel service facilities
1. Material Support Functions
a. Material Included. Material support functions
include procurement, receipt, stowage, issue, and accounting
for the following types of material in accordance with direc-
tives and in quantities necessary for the operation of the




4. inert nuclear weapons material and associated
test and handling equipment, tools, and
consumables;






6. ship's store and retail clothing stock,
(when facilities are provided)
;
7. food items;
8. medical and dental supplies (procurement
only). [1:1-15)
b. Material Not Included.
-The following types
of material are not included under afloat supply department
functions
:
1. Ammunition (Responsibility of ship's weapons
officer)
;
2. War reserve stockpile nuclear weapons and
major assemblies (Responsibility of ship's
weapons officer)
;
3. Navigational and intelligence charts, maps,
and related publications (Responsibility of
ship's navigator);
4. Marine Corps material, when Marine Corps
detachment aboard (Responsibility of officer
in charge of detachment). [1:1-15]
2. Service Functions
Service functions include the operation of the
following facilities:
1. the enlisted dining facility;
2. the ship's store and related facilities such
as the laundry, vending machines, barber
shop, soda fountain, dry cleaning plant,
and tailor shop;
3. the disbursing office;
4. the automated data processing facility when
used primarily for supply and maintenance
functions (excludes all data processing
facilities in intelligence centers, tactical
data systems, or other similar facility);
5. the wardroom mess (when a billet has been
established for a Supply Corps officer to
be wardroom mess officer). [1:1-16 and 1-17]
C . Supply Department Organization
To assist the line officer in identifying supply




supply division of an aircraft carrier are outlined below.
This list of duties is followed by the organization chart
of the aircraft carrier supply department, which has been
extracted and paraphrased from NAVSUP P-485, paragraph
1050.
1. Stores (S-l Division). The stores division procures,
receives, stores, expends, and accounts for consumables,
equipage, repair parts, and other material for use
in the daily operation and maintenance of the ship.
S-l Division also maintains the ship's OPTAR records.
2. Food Service (S-2 Division). The food service
division operates all phase of the general mess
including procurement, receipt, and storage of food
items as well as meal preparation.
3. Sales (S-3 Division). The sales division procures,
receives, issues, and sells ship's store and clothing
items and operates the personnel service activities
such as the laundry, barber shop, or tailor shop.
4. Disbursing (S-4 Division). The disbursing division
collects and disburses all public funds aboard ship
and performs all afloat pay and allowance functions.
5. Wardroom Mess (S-5 Division). The wardroom mess
division procures, receives, stores, issues, and
accounts for food items in the wardroom and prepares




6. Aviation Stores (S-6 Division). When established,
the aviation stores division will procure, receive,
store, and issue all material required for aircraft
support.
7. Data Processing (S-7 Division). Data processing
functions include the operation of data processing
equipment, maintaining files and records, and
preparing and processing documents to produce
records and reports for the automated supply,
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Chapter 2 - Useful Publications Afloat
A. Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (CQSAL) w
1. Purpose
The Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL)
is the official Navy record which lists:
a. the equipments/components installed on a
specific ship to perform its operational
mission;
b. the repair parts and special tools required
for operation, overhaul, and repair of
equipment/components
;
c. the operating space items and consumables
necessary for the safety, care, and upkeep
of the ship. [1:2-32]
The COSAL is both a technical and supply document. It is
a technical document, in that equipment/component/part
nomenclatures, operating characteristics, and technical
manuals are described in Allowance Parts Lists (APLs) and
Allowance Equipage Lists (AELs). It is a supply document,
in that the COSAL provides a list of items required to
achieve maximum, self-supporting capability for an extended
period of time.
Since the COSAL provides the ship with basic guidance
for determining the items (and quantity of each item) which
must be stocked by the supply department or held in the
custody of other department heads, it is essential that
changes be incorporated promptly and properly upon receipt,




that any part of the COSAL is inaccurate or incomplete. The
COSAL is based on allowance list policies reflected in
OPNAVINST 4 441.12 series.
2. COSAL Segments
All COSALs include a Hull, Mechanical, Electrical,
and Ordnance segment (HMEO) and an Electronic segment.
The COSAL of a ship with nuclear weapons capability, or
which is nuclear powered, also includes a nuclear weapons
segment and/or a reactor plant segment ("Q" COSAL). Each
segment of a COSAL comprises three parts, and each part
includes two or more sections,
a. HMEO Segment
(1) Introduction and Appendices. An introduction
and its appendices, which precede Part I, provide general
instructions for the use and maintenance of the COSAL;
specific instructions peculiar to the material in each




(a) Summary of Effective Allowance Parts/
Equipage Lists (SOEAPL) . The SOEAPL is a numerical sequence
list, by identification number, of all effective APLs and
AELs contained in Part II.
(b) COSAL Index, Section A. COSAL Index,
Section A is sequenced alphabetically by equipment noun





(c) COSAL Index, Section B. COSAL Index,
Section B, is sequenced alphabetically by the system or
service application of each APL and AEL. (Information in




(a) Allowance Parts Lists (APLs) . An APL
is prepared for individual equipment/components and lists
their repair parts. HMEO APLs are identified by a 9 digit
identification number, and are filed in Part II in identifi-
cation number sequence. The data format of an APL in
identification number sequence. The data format of an APL
is explained and illustrated on the following two pages.
[1:2-44 and 2-45] Storeroom/stock quantities are not
shown in APLs, but are included in the COSAL SNSL or ISL
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(b) Allowance Equipage List (AEL) . The
AEL is a document prepared for various categories of equipage,
or for operating systems. When an AEL is used for a system,
it will include the items required for the operation of the
system and/or the repair parts required for support of the
system. Items described in an AEL generally are operating
space items (OSI) in the custody of various shipboard
departments. AELs for hull, mechanical, electrical, ord-
nance, and electronic equipments are identified by a 9
digit identification number (preceded by a numeric 0-7
and a dash (-)) and are filed in Part II of the COSAL in
identification number sequence. AEL items are consolidated
by stock number, in NUN sequence (last 9 digits of the
stock number) , in Part III, Section B of the COSAL. The
data format of an AEL is explained and illustrated on the
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(a) Section A, Stock Number Sequence List
(SNSL) of Storeroom Items (SRI) . Section A of Part III
contains an SNSL of the authorized storeroom/stock allowance
quantities of repair parts and other materials required to
be stocked aboard to support the equipments listed in Part
I. It is compiled by stock number from the APLs in Part II,
and is arranged in National Item Identification Number
(NUN) sequence. Each line item specifies the stock number,
nomenclature , unit of issue, allowed quantity of the repair ,
part, the equipment supported, and certain other supply
management data. The SNSL of storeroom items will usually
be superceded by the Integrated Stock List (ISL) after the
ship's first major overhaul. The ISL contains the same
information in the same format as the SNSL except it reflects
the addition or deletion of equipments/components since the
SNSL was published.
(b) Section B, SNSL of Operating Space
Items (OSI) . Section B of Part III consolidates the
operating space items listed in APLs and AELs in Part II.
It is compiled by stock number and is arranged in NUN
sequence.
(c) Section C, Military Essentiality Code
(iMEC) List of Storeroom Items. Section C of Part III applies
to Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines only and will not be
discussed here. For further information, the ship's Supply




(d) Section D, Alternate Number Cross
Reference to Stock Number. Section D of Part III is
arranged in alternate number sequence, cross referenced
to repair parts NUN in the COSAL SNSL, Section A and B.
The alternate numbers may be manufacturer's part number or
drawing and piece numbers.
(e) Section E, General Use Consumables
List (GUCL)
.
The GUCL is a list of generally used, consumable,
nonequipment related items for initial outfitting of a ship's
operating spaces and storerooms. The GUCL is prepared only
for new construction, major conversion, or reactivated
ships
.
(f) Section F, Forms and Publications.
Section F provides a range and depth guide of operating space
and storeroom stock forms sufficient to support the ship's
routine maintenance and administrative operations during the
endurance periods specified by Chief of Naval Operations
instructions. The endurance period for the publications will
be for operating spaces only.
b. Electronic Segment
The format of the electronic segment is identical
to that described above except as follows:
(1) Part II of the electronic segment includes
three sections (i.e. Section A (APLs in identification number
sequence) , Section B (APLs in circuit symbol sequence) , and





(2) Part III of the electronic segment does not
include Sections A, B, E, and F.
c. Nuclear Weapons Segment
The format of the nuclear weapons segment is
identical to the HMEO segment, with the following exceptions:
(1) Part III does not include Sections C, D, E,
and F.
(2) Part IIIB includes operating space items
(OSI) listed in the APL/AELs in Part II and includes general
use consumables. (General use consumables are included in
Part IIIB to insure the support of nuclear weapons equip-
ments and spaces, even though such items may be common items
used to support other shipboard equipment and spaces.)
d. Reactor Plant Segment
The reactor plant segment, commonly referred
to as the "Q" COSAL, is prepared in the same format as the
HMEO segment, except that Part III does not include Sections
B, C, E, and F, and a Stock Number Sequence List (SNSL)
for nuclear propulsion items has been added. All "Q"
COSAL allowed items, including equipage, are listed as
storeroom items in Part III, Section A and require special
inventory management procedures which are specified in
NAVSUP P-48 5.
3. Use and Maintenance of the COSAL by the Line Department
Normally, there are at least two copies of the COSAL




department while the other is retained by the engineering
department technical library. It is obvious from the
prior description of the COSAL, that it is an important
document for the maintenance support of the ship. Unfor-
tunately, many times the shipboard COSAL is incomplete or
inaccurate due to a lack of knowledge at the shipboard level.
A good COSAL depends heavily upon the personnel
that maintain the ship's equipment on a daily basis. It
does not take long for the COSAL to become an inaccurate
document when additions or deletions of equipments/components
are not reported. The responsibility rests with the operating
and maintenance personnel to initiate reports of equipment/
component additions or deletions by notifying the supply
department. In addition, the improper documentation of part
usage eventually leads to inaccurate allowance quantities
for storeroom stock. The usage documentation problem will
be discussed in the 3M/Supply Interface section of this
text.
The following are just a few of the uses of the
COSAL
(1) To determine equipage allowance quantities;
(2) To determine storeroom allowances of repair
parts and consumables;
(3) To provide a complete inventory of all
equipments/components aboard ship;
(4) To identify technical manuals;




3. Navy Management Data List (NMDL)
The Navy Management Data List (NMDL) is published by
the Navy Fleet Material Support Office (FMSO) . It is
published on microfiche and a complete revision is dis-
tributed quarterly. The NMDL contains the following data
relative to stock numbers in which the Navy has an interest
(1) Unit of issue;
(2) Unit price;
(3) Shelf life codes;
(4) Other pertinent management information.
The NMDL also includes an integrated historical record of
deleted and superceded stock numbers, with appropriate
phrase codes to indicate disposition action. The NMDL
is in NUN sequence.
The line department will use the NMDL to insure stock
numbers are accurate and to determine the correct unit of
issue and unit price when preparing issue request documents
There are normally several copies of this publication
available aboard ship.
C. Master Repairable Item List (MRIL)
The Master Repairable Item List (MRIL) , published by
FMSO, is a catalog of selected Navy managed items which,
when unserviceable, are required to be turned in to a
designated overhaul point (DOP) for repair and return to
system stock. The MRIL is published in microfiche and is





(1) Listing of items in NUN sequence;
(2) Part number cross-reference listing;
(3) Shipping addresses for designated overhaul points.
The cognizant department must use this publication to
determine if an item appears on the list and take action
to turn the unserviceable item into the supply department.
D. Navy Consolidated Hazardous Item List (CHIL)
The Navy Consolidated Hazardous Item List (CHIL) is
published by FMSO to alert users of the potentially hazardous
nature of certain items in the supply system. This publica-
tion applies to industrial chemicals, material, and devices
which pose an inherent danger to life or property, but does
not include explosives, conventional bulk fuels, drugs,
and chemicals dispensed by medical department pharmacies.
It is presented in three sections: Section A, NUN
sequence; Section B, nomenclature sequence; and Section C,
stowage sequence. Section C is prefaced by a list of items
not allowed to be stored aboard ship. The CHIL is updated
by FMSO notice when required and is republished annually
at which time changes are incorporated.
This publication is used for guidance in determining
the stowage requirements for hazardous items and whether
the material is allowed for shipboard use or not.
E. Afloat Shopping Guide (ASG)
The Afloat Shopping Guide (ASG) , published by FMSO,




stock numbered items that are most frequently requested by
ships. It includes a detailed description of each item, a
specific code to designate items carried by replenishment
ships, and (when applicable) the stock number of substitute
items. It also includes specifications for illustrations
or diagrams of many types of material. The ASG is published
annually in two volumes. In addition to the ASG, most ships
have a copy of the GSA Catalogue which provides the same
information as the ASG but includes general use items from
throughout the government system. The ASG is helpful to the
line department in identifying stock numbers for such common
use items as nuts, bolts, or screws.
F. Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas (CARGO)
The Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas
(CARGO) is published by FMSO in two versions: one for the
Pacific fleet, and one for the Atlantic fleet. The CARGO is
tailored for use by afloat requisitioners when requesting
material from Mobile Logistic Support Force (MLSF) ships.
The two main portions of interest to the line officer are
chapters 1 and 4. Chapter 1 lists supply sources and the
type of material available from each source. Chapter 4
contains the Fleet Issue Load List (FILL) for equipment
related and consumable material carried by the Combat Store
Ship (AFS) . These chapters are useful when there is an
immediate requirement and underway replenishment ships are
the closest means of support, as well as being a shopping




Chapter 3 - OPTAR
A. Source
The daily operating and maintenance expenses of a ship
are funded by the Congressional appropriation entitled
"Operations and Maintenance, Navy". The office of the Chief
of Naval Operations is responsible for allocation of these
funds to the fleet commanders, who allocate funds to the
type commanders. The funds are allocated by the type
commander to the afloat units in the form of operating
targets or OPTARs
.
The specific afloat unit's OPTAR is an operating target
established by the appropriate type commander. Any additions
or deletions from this target must be authorized by the type
commander. OPTAR grants are normally provided quarterly.
B. Internal Allocation
Once the ship receives its OPTAR grant, the Commanding
Officer of the ship is responsible for the proper expenditure
of the funds. In most ships, the Commanding Officer will
request budget submissions from the department heads prior
to the beginning of the quarter. In order to submit a well
justified budget, the department head must know how much
OPTAR funds will be required to perform the planned
maintenance for the next quarter and how much will be




department. By planning ahead, the department head can
provide the Commanding Officer with an accurate estimate of
funds required.
The Commanding Officer then is in a much better position
to allocate funds between departments since he will know
which work can be done with funds allocated and which work
either will not be done or will require supplemental funding.
Once the Commanding Officer receives the departmental requests,
he will allocate the OPTAR among the departments based on the
budget submissions and his knowledge of the ship's require-
ments. In most cases, the Supply Officer will act as
coordinator for the budget requests and will advise the
Commanding Officer on financial matters. However, the
Commanding Officer is responsible for the OPTAR allocation
among departments, not the Supply Officer.
C . Financial Responsibility of the Line Officer
In many ships, after the Commanding Officer has allocated
the OPTAR among departments, the department head will allocate
his departmental funds among his divisions. However, whether
the funds are held at the departmental or divisional level,
the responsible officer must know what funds are available
to him at all times. If the department head and division
officer know the amount of funds available to the department
or division, it will have a positive effect on the proper
management of their financial and personnel resources. For




and the funds are not available to purchase the material
required, then a hasty reassignment of personnel and much
wasted effort is the result.
In order for the responsible officer to keep track of
the funds allocated to him, it is recommended that he appoint
a petty officer within his department or division to maintain
an OPTAR log. The OPTAR log need not be extensive. It is





(5) Unit of issue;
(6) Quantity ordered;
(7) Unit or total price;
(8) OPTAR balance;
(9) Date material received.
Maintenance of the OPTAR log will not only provide a view of
the funds available but will provide a record of material
ordered which can be reconciled with supply department records
periodically. It is recommended that the reconciliation and
review of outstanding material requests be done every ten days
to coincide with the supply department's preparation of the
departmental OPTAR status report. Constant review of out-
standing requisitions will insure a better utilization of
funds, when no longer required items are cancelled and the




Another method to get better utilization of funds is to
carefully review material request documents before they are
submitted to the supply department. The ordering officer
must be sure that the quantity requested is the quantity
required for the job. He must know what maintenance job
is being performed with the material in order to use the
funds available on the highest priority projects.
D. Additional Information
Type commanders have specific regulations regarding OPTAR,
The Supply Officer is familiar with these regulations and can
provide assistance in pursuing supplemental OPTAR grants or




Chapter 4 - Material Procurement
A. General
Most material required for the ship to operate effec-
tively and fulfill its mission is authorized for procurement.
However, safety restrictions, Navy and fleet or type commander
directives, or local regulations may prohibit procurement
of certain items. Information on these restrictins can
be obtained from the Supply Officer of Stores Division
Officer.
There are two basic methods which the supply department
can use to procure material:
(1) by submission of a requisition to an ashore
supply activity or to another naval vessel;
(2) by purchase through the supply activity from
a commercial source.
A ship normally will procure its requirements by submitting \^
a requisition to a Navy supply activity. However, when
organized supply systems cannot be used to obtain material
required for immediate operations, the Supply Officer is
authorized to purchase these requirements direct from a
commercial source subject to certain dollar constraints,
type commander restrictions, and local regulations.
It is recommended that the ship's Supply Officer or
Stores Division Officer be contacted before consulting with




restrictions and local procurement regulations can be
obtained. An important fact is that the Supply Officer of
a ship is the only person aboard authorized as a contracting
officer for the U.S. Navy. Therefore, he must authorize
all commercial source procurements before they are consummated
B. Requests for Material
1. Non-automated ships
The primary document for requesting material or
services from the supply department is the NAVSUP Form
12 50. For all material, the person requesting the material
will enter the information applicable to the following data
blocks in the NAVSUP Form 1250 (Paraphrased from NAVSUP
P-485, para. 6207)
:
a. Data Block 1 (Req Date) . Enter the Julian date
on which the issue request is submitted. i-""
b. Data Block 2 (Dept. No.). The department number
is a 4-digit serial number which may be used by
a ship for internal control of departmental
material requests. If used, enter the next
consecutive number from a checkoff list or log
of a block of serial numbers provided by the
Supply Officer for departmental use.
c. Data Block 3 (Urgency) . Enter Urgency of Need
Designator (UND) A, B, or C selected from the




definitions and those related to aviation units
consult the Supply Officer.)
UND Definition
A (1) Requirement is immediate.
(2) Without the material needed, the
activity is unable to perform one
or more of its primary missions.
(3) The condition noted in definition
(2) has been reported by established
NORS/CASREPT procedures.
B (1) Requirement is immediate, or it
is known that such requirement
will occur in the immediate future.
(2) The activity's ability to perform
one or more of its primary missions
will be impaired until the material
is received.
C (1) Requirement is routine. [1:3-60]
d. Data Block 8 (Noun Name or Ref. Sym. ) . Enter
the noun name of the requested item (e.g.,
bearing) , except when the part to be replaced is
an electronic or ordnance item which has a
reference symbol number and which has been
determined to be a failed part (if failed part
check box in data block 9) . If the reference
symbol exceeds 8 characters enter an asterisk
(*) in the first position of data block 8, and
in data block 29 (Remarks) , enter an asterisk
and the complete reference symbol number.
e. Data Block 13 (UIC) and Data Block 14 (WC)
.
Enter the ship's unit identification code and




performing a maintenance action, enter the
appropriate job control number in data block
15, otherwise leave data block 15 blank.
f. Data Blocks 21, 22, and 23 (Stock Number).
Enter the National Stock Number (NSN) in data
blocks 21 and 22; and if a special material
identification code (SMIC) is assigned to the
NSN, enter the SMIC in data block 23.
g. Data Blocks 24 (U/I) and 25 (Quantity) . Enter
the unit of issue (e.g., PR, EA) and the quantity
required. Limit the quantity to that actually
required to accomplish a specific maintenance
action.
h. Data Block 30 (Approved by) . Most ships require
a list of authorized signatures to be on file
in the supply office. Only those personnel
authorized within each division can approve
material request documents.
In addition, if the material requested is to be used for
equipment maintenance, the requester will enter the informa-
tion applicable to the following data blocks (Paraphrased
from NAVSUP P-485, para. 6207):
a. Data Block 9 (FPR) . Enter a check mark (/) if
the requested item is required to replace a
failed part; otherwise leave blank.
b. Data Block 10 (APL/AEL/CID) . Beginning in the




identification number of the Allowance Parts
List (APL) or Allowance Equipage List (AEL) for
the equipment or component on which maintenance
is to be accomplished. If an APL or AEL number
cannot be found for the equipment, contact the
Stores Division Officer for assistance,
c. Data Block 16 (EIC) . Beginning in the first
position of the data block, enter the equipment
identification code from the EIC Master Index
(MSO 4790.E2579). If the EIC contains less than
seven significant characters, zero fill the
remaining spaces in the data block.
The following sample NAVSUP Forms 1250 are properly
completed for requesting nonmaintenance related items and
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In automated ships, the primary material request
document is the DD Form 134 8. (NAVSUP Form 1250 is not used
in automated ship.) For all material requests, the person
requesting the material must enter the information applicable
to the following data blocks in the DD 1348 (Paraphrased
from NAVSUP P-518, paras, 5050 and 5070):
a. Data Block B (Requisition is from) . Enter the
division name or work center code and the
authorizing signature.
b. Data Block C (Noun name) . Enter the noun name
of the material requested.
c. Data Blocks 4, 5, and 6 (Stock number). Enter
the National Stock Number (NSN) beginning in
the first position and if a special material
identification code (SMIC) is assigned, enter
it in data block 6.
d. Data Block 7 (Unit of issue) . Enter the unit
of issue.
e. Data Block 8 (Quantity) . Enter the quantity
required.
f. Data Block 11 (Date). Enter the Julian date
of the request.
g. Data Block 12 (Serial number) . The department
number is a 4-digit number which is used by an




material requests. Enter the next consecutive
serial number from a checkoff list or log of
a block of numbers provided by the Supply
Officer for departmental use. Note: This
entry is mandatory on automated ships,
h. Data Block V (Urgency) . Enter the Urgency of
Need Designator A, B, C, as appropriate. (See
explanation under data block 3 of the NAVSUP
1250.)
The following additional data blocks must be com-
pleted for maintenance related material requests (Para-
phrased from NAVSUP P-518, paras. 5050 and 5070):
a. Data Block L (UIC) . Enter the ship's unit
identification code.
b. Data Block M (Work Center) . Enter the appropriate
4-digit work center code.
c. Data Block N (JSN) . Enter the job sequence
number assigned to the maintenance being performed
d. Data Block P (EIC) . Enter the appropriate
equipment identification code.
e. Data Block Q (FPR) . Enter "FPR" if the requested
item is required to replace a failed part;
otherwise, leave blank.
f. Data Blocks R and S (APL/AEL) . Enter the APL
or AEL number of the equipment on which




g. Data Block U (Circuit Symbol) . For electronics
equipment, enter the appropriate circuit
symbol number.
The following page provides sample DD Forms 134 8
properly completed for requesting nonmaintenance related
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Requests for Services and Non-NSN Material
Requests for services may include copying machine,
printing, typewriter repair or other services. When
requesting services, it is best to consult the Supply
Officer as to the procedure desired. In all cases,
however, the Supply Officer must be contacted prior to
allowing any commercial vendor or repair service to perform
the service desired, since the Supply Officer is the only
person aboard who is authorized to contractually obligate
the U.S. Navy for any expenditure of funds. By consulting
the Supply Officer, first, later problems to the command,
such as attempting to pay vendors after the work has been
completed, can be prevented.
Requests for non-NSN material must be taken directly
to the supply department's technical section in order for
the supply department to review them and provide assistance
in identifying the material and obtaining at stock number.
If the supply department cannot identify the material
through shipboard sources, the nearest supply activity's
technical branch will be contacted. Finally, if a purchase
must be made commercially, assistance in document preparation
in order to completely describe the item for the supply




Chapter 5 - Supply/3M Interface
A. General
There are two major areas of concern where the supply
system interfaces with the maintenance system. The first
area is providing repair parts and consumables to perform
the required maintenance and the second is the collection
of data regarding the use of these repair parts in shipboard
systems. With the first function, in addition to the
normal stocking of material in supply department store-
rooms, is the stowage of a limited amount of material,
known as pre-expended bin (PEB) material, in departmental
spaces for ready accessibility to maintenance personnel.
The second function of data collection is carried out by




PEB material consists of low cost, frequently used
maintenance related items which are pre-expended from supply
department stock and stored in departmental work centers.
Department heads designate the work center (s) in which
PEB(s) will be located. The Supply Officer and other depart-
ment heads jointly develop a list of the items and quantities
to be pre-expended. Each operating department head appoints




for that department. To insure that only authorized items
and minimum quantities are pre-expended from supply depart-
ment stock, the following criteria are prescribed (para-
phrased from NAVSUP P-485, para. 6169):
a. Only maintenance related items will be
pre-expended.
b. The item must have a demand frequency of five or
more per month ship-wide, or two or more per
month from the same department or work center.
c. Quantities will be limited to one month usage,
except for items such as frequently used bolts
,
nuts, and screws when the standard unit of issue
(e.g., gross) may exceed maintenance requirements
for one month.
d. The unit cost will be limited to $25 or less,
unless higher priced items are specifically
authorized (in writing) by the Commanding Officer
e. Repairables or "critical" items will not be
pre-expended
.
A quarterly review of the stock records will be conducted by
the supply department to determine if there are items which
would be deleted from PEB because they no longer meet the
criteria or if there are new items to be added because they
now meet the criteria.





The NAVSUP 1250 is prepared in the same manner
as the NAVSUP 1250 for any maintenance related issue with
the following exceptions, which have been paraphrased from
NAVSUP P-485, para. 6208:
1. Data Block 10 (APL/AEL/CID)
. Enter the
words "NOT APPL" (i.e., not applicable).
2. Data Block 15 (JSN) . Enter "Z000".
3. Data Block 16 (EIC) . Enter "X000000"
.
b. Automated ships
The DD Form 134 8 is prepared in the same manner
as the DD 134 8 for any maintenance related issue with the
following exceptions which are paraphrased from NAVSUP
P-518, para. 5070:
1. Data Block N (JSN). Enter "2,000"
.
2. Data Block P (EIC). Enter "X000000"
.
3. Data Blocks R and S (APL/AEL/CID). Enter
"NOT APPL".
Note: in both cases, the quantity must be no more than
one month's usage.
C. Maintenance Data System (MPS)
The Maintenance Data System, a basic element of the 3M
program, is designed to provide a means of recording main-
tenance actions in substantial detail, so that a great
variety of information may be retrieved concerning maintenance
requirements and equipment performance. There are two




the system. These documents are the work request (OPNAV
Form 4790/2K) and the material request document (NAVSUP
1250 or DD 1348)
.
The work request document will indicate
labor required to perform the maintenance action and the
material request document will state the repair parts
required to perform the maintenance action. The work
request is fully explained in the 3M manuals.
The material request document must be properly completed
for the repair part usage to be linked to the equipment for
which the repair part was used. The entries which provide
this link are the work center code, JSN, EIC, and APL/
AEL numbers. These entries on the material request document
must be copied directly from the work request which has
been prepared for the maintenance action. If these items
are not entered on the material request document, the job
of determining which repair parts to stock abaord ship
becomes an estimate rather than a figure based on experi-
ence with the equipment. Therefore, it is important to
insure that personnel are properly documenting maintenance
and repair parts usage. If a manager finds that his personnel
require training in the preparation of material request




Chapter 6 - Repairable Management
A. General
The term "repairable" refers to a component or part
designated by the cognizant inventory manager as an item
which can be economically repaired when it becomes unservice-
able. Repairables are identified by a special control code
which is included in part of the stock number. It is the
responsibility of the Supply Officer to identify these
components aboard ship and ensure compliance with the special
management procedures associated with repairables. The line
officer must be aware of some of the procedures in order to
assist in the proper maintenance of these expensive and
critical components within the supply system. Every ship is
required to have a shipboard instruction concerning specific
responsibilities of individual personnel with regard to
repairables. All line managers must read and be fully
cognizant of this instruction.
B. Turn- in Requirement
The Supply Officer is required to obtain the defective
component at the time an issue request is submitted for a
new component. If, however, the component cannot be removed
from the equipment because it is still of some use, the
Supply Officer can wait until the new unit has been issued
before receiving the defective unit. In this case, the




within 24 hours after receipt of the new unit. The line
manager must ensure that the defective component is required
to remain in place while awaiting receipt of the new unit,
because a delay in returning the defective unit will result
in more time before the defective unit is returned to the
overhaul point and eventual return to the supply system.
Defective units held aboard ship create critical repairable
shortages
.
Another area which results in delays and additional
cost is the care of the component after it is removed from
the equipment. Once the component has been removed from the
equipment, it should be carefully packed in order to prevent
further damage. Damage caused by improper handling of
repairables results in added costs both in time and money
to return the component to stock in the supply system.
Unserviceable mandatory turn-in items held pending ship-
ment to the overhaul point cannot be cannibalized for parts
(except for NORS requirements) . Although cannibalization
may satisfy an occasional requirement, it greatle extends
the turn-around time for the unserviceable repairable and,
consequently, causes serious shortages in the supply system.
C. Documentation Required
If the turn-in item is related to a maintenance action
which is required to be reported in accordance with the
Ship's 3M Manual (OPNAVINST 4790.4), it will be accompanied




(OPNAV Form 4790/2K) which must be attached when it is
turned in or shipped to the overhaul point. If the turn-in
is not made at the time that the material request is submitted
to the supply department, a copy of the original material
request must accompany the turn-in to assist the supply
department in matching the defective component to the
material request document.
D. Training
Repairable management training is available at the
following locations:
(1) NAVSTA Rota (6) NSC Oakland
(2) NSA Naples (7) NSC Puget Sound
(3) NSC Norfolk (8) NSC San Diego
(4) NSC Charleston (9) NSC Pearl
(5) NAVSTA Mayport (10) NSD Subic
The training is conducted by the Fleet Repairables Assistance
Agent assigned at each of these locations. The one day
school is offered to maintenance personnel as well as supply
department personnel and covers documentation and handling
procedures for repairable components. A shipboard Supply
Officer will have more information on obtaining quotas and




Chapter 7 - Controlled Equipage
A. General
NAVSUP P-485 defines equipage as "those non-installed
and relatively durable items which are located in operating
spaces or other designated areas to support recurring
operational, maintenance, or administrative functions, or to
provide for the health, comfort, or safety of the crew."
Equipage is portable equipment such as fire hose and nozzles,
gas masks, portable electronic test equipment, and office
machines . Allowance quantities for ships are determined on
an individual ship basis and are usually listed in the




Equipage management also includes a small class of
material entitled controlled equipage which requires special
management attention because the material is essential for
the protection of life or is relatively valuable and easily
convertible to personal use. Before discussing control of
the items, a list of controlled equipage items aboard ship
must be obtained. Appendix 11 of NAVSUP P-485 lists items
selected or approved by fleet commanders for special inventory
control. All ships must ensure proper inventory management
of these items. In addition, the type commander and the




which they deem necessary to be so controlled. A complete
list of controlled equipage for a particular ship will be
available from the Supply Officer. Some controlled equipage
requires serial number control or custody signature or both.
The control requirement for a specific item may also be
obtained from the Supply Officer or it will be noted on the
custody record.
C. Custody Records
The Controlled Equipage Custody Record (NAVSUP Form 30 6)
is the form used as a custody record and inventory control
document for controlled equipage. (Note: Automated ships
may have their own computer printed custody record forms.)
These forms are prepared by the supply department for all
departments. They are prepared in an original and one copy
for each item in the custody of each department head. The
original, once complete, is retained by the Supply Officer
and the copy is held by the appropriate department head in
whose custody the material is retained. A sample NAVSUP
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D. Department Head Responsibilities
The department head is responsible for signing the custody
records of items designated as "signature required" and for
ensuring that a proper inventory is entered on the reverse
of the custody record when he relieves his predecessor.
Directives also require that an inventory be taken annually
during the period 15 February - 15 March and upon change of
command, at the discretion of the relieving Commanding
Officer. The inventoried quantities are entered on the
reverse of the custody record and each department head is
required to submit a letter report to the Commanding Officer,
with a copy to the Supply Officer. Upon change of department
head, the letter report must be signed by both the relieved
and relieving department head. Letter reports will include
the following (Paraphrased from NAVSUP P-485, para. 6095):
(1) a statement that the controlled equipage
inventory has been completed;
(2) a statement that surveys applicable to shortages
and unserviceable items have been submitted (or
reasons why they have not been submitted)
;
(3) a statement that material requests applicable
to shortages or unserviceable items requiring
replenishment have been submitted to the Supply






(4) a list of excess controlled equipage items,
including justification or authority for any
excess items to be retained.
The department head must keep the Supply Officer informed
of changes in the status of the department's controlled
equipage in order that surveys, receipts, and requisitions
may be properly recorded on the original custody record held
by the Supply Officer. The original and the departmental
copy must always be in agreement.
E. Sub-custody of Controlled Equipage
Daily shipboard business will normally necessitate use of
departmental controlled equipage by personnel other than the
department head. Department heads may maintain a custody
record within the department by obtaining memorandum receipts
for "signature required" items when they issue such items to
others or they may use additional copies of the NAVSUP Form
3 06 to obtain signatures. A sample memo receipt of a 3" X 5"
card is shown below [1:6-63].
MEMO RECEIPT FOR CONTROLLED EQUIPAGE OPS 12
(Appl Dept Card No.)
Receipt is acknowledged for the following item of
controlled equipage in the quantity indicated:
BINOCULARS, prismatic, 7 X 50, w/fliters, case, and straps
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Columnar entries in a memorandum receipt for controlled
equipage will be made by pen or indelible pencil. When
material is returned by the user, the applicable entry in
the memo receipt will be lined out by pen or indelible
pencil in the presence of the person who returned the material
and the deleted entry will be initialed by the person holding




Chapter 8 - Surveys
A. Purpose
The purpose of a survey is to provide a record for:
1. An administrative review of the condition of
material, the cause of the condition, the
responsibility therefor, and the recommendation
for disposition;
2. An authorization to expend the material from the
records on which carried.
B. Material Requiring Survey
A survey is required for:
1. All mandatory turn-in repairable items which are
lost or destroyed;
2. All missing controlled equipage;
3. When directed by the Commanding Officer or higher
authority.
C. Types of Surveys
1 . Formal Survey
A formal survey is required when culpable responsibility
is indicated or when directed by the Commanding Officer or
higher authority. A formal survey is made by either a commis-
sioned officer or a board of three officers appointed by the





a. The Commanding Officer;
b. The officer on whose records the material
being surveyed, is carried;
c. The officer charged with custody of the
material being surveyed.
2 . Informal Survey
An informal survey is required in all cases when a
formal survey is not required. Informal surveys are made
by the head of the department having custody of the material
being surveyed.
D. Survey Origination
Surveys are usually initiated by the division officer or
department head having custody of material to be surveyed.
The rough survey will include the following (see illustration
on next page [1:5-38]):
1. Originator's name and title;
2. Location of material to be surveyed;
3. Stock number, description, quantity, unit
price, and total price of the item(s) being
surveyed
;
4. Reason for survey;
5. Other available data.
The description of the material must include the serial number,
if applicable, and the custody card number, if the item is




available to assist the Commanding Officer or his delegate
in determining the type of survey required, if any, and
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E. Basic Steps of the Survey Procedure
The following flowchart illustrates the basic steps
required in the survey procedure. [1:5-37]
ST LP
BASIC STEPS OF THE SURVEY PROCEDURE
I. HlUUFsT FOR
SURVEY O r ignidlur/
Pe r ion or Croup
Designated
rills out the "Request for survey" por-





























Indicates type of survey--loniial or in-
formal, fills out 'Action by commanding
officer or delegate" portion of rough
NavSup Form 154.
Investigates to determine condition of
material, cause, responsibility and
recommends disposition of material.
Fills out "Survey report and recom-
mendation" portion of rough NavSup
Form 154. Forwards rough NavSup
Form 154 to supply officer for prep-
aration of the smooth survey.
Reviews findings and indicates approval
or disapproval action in "Review of sur-
vey" portion of the smooth NavSup Form
154. (' li approval of higher authority is
required, the smooth survey must be
approved in the "Bureau approval" por-
tion.)
Disposes of material in accordance with
findings and recommendations of survey
board. Indicates that such action has been
accomplished by signing "Disposed of as





F- Review of Survey Report by Bureaus, Commands, and
Inventory Control Points
The following is a general list of materials which if
surveyed required that a review of the survey be performed
by a bureau, command, or inventory control point:




4. general purpose electronic test equipment;
5. boats;
6. bulk fuels and lubricating oil.
A more specific list which includes the particular commands
requiring the survey is included in NAVSUP P-485.
«-
G. Additional Information on Surveys
NAVSUP P-485 also provides specific information on
distribution of completed surveys and disposition of the
material, however, these are both functions of the supply
department. Action required, when culpable responsibility




Chapter 9 - Miscellaneous Information
A. Casualty Reports (CASREPT)
When the department head or division officer learn
that an equipment or component will require reporting under
the CASREPT system due to a lack of repair parts, he must
immediately contact the Supply Officer. The Supply Officer
can insure that the equipment is COSAL supported, investi-
gate the lack of parts, and find alternate sources of supply
Also, if the Supply Officer cannot find the part within a
short period of time, then he will be able to provide the
supply information required in caption foxtrot of the
CASREPT message to higher authority.
B. Selected Item Management (SIM)
1. Concept
Selected Item Management (SIM) is an inventory
control principle which, in nonautomated ships, focuses
management attention on the small percentage of items that
experience the majority of onboard demands for material.
Inventory management of repair parts and consumables
designated as SIM items requires:
a. close and continuing attention;
b. quarterly review of stock levels;
c. semi-annual inventory;
d. stock replenishment based on demand, with




e. collective storage in a centrally located
storeroom;
f. separate stock record files (i.e., separate
from non-SIM stock)
.
In automated ships either the term "demand based item
(DBI)" or "peacetime operating stock (POS) " is used to
describe SIM items.
2. SIM Criteria
Under the SIM concept, the designation of items as
SIM is based primarily upon frequency of demand. Frequency
of demand refers to the number of requests that an item
experiences within a given time frame, regardless of the
quantities requested or issued. Demand for a stock item
is registered when the requested item is issued and the issue
is posted to the stock record. If the item is not-in-stock
at the time it is requested, the demand is recorded after
the material has been ordered, received, and issued to the
requesting department. Demand for not carried items is
registered when the requested item is requisitioned and the
demand is recorded in the historical demand file maintained
by the supply department.
If an item experiences a frequency of demand of two
or more within a six month period, it qualifies as a SIM
item. Items which have not previously been stocked may be
added to the supply department's inventory if they meet the




because of two separate demands within a six month period,
it will remain a SIM item until no demand is registered
in six consecutive months.
C. Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP)
As the time for a regular ship overhaul approaches, the
line officer will certainly become familiar with the term
SOAP. The SOAP operation is an important evolution for the
entire ship and all departments will be asked to furnish
personnel to assist. Therefore, it is important to understand
and have a basic knowledge of the SOAP process.
A SOAP, which is designed to improve the supply readiness
of the ship, entails the offloading, identification, and
inventory of shipboard stocks of repair parts, disposition
of excesses, requisitioning of deficiencies, and the reloading
and restorage of allowed items inauthorized quantities.
Personnel from other departments must provide the technical
expertise in the identification process. Their knowledge
and experience are necessary to ensure that material is
correctly identified and to ensure that critical repair
parts are not disposed of as a result of improper identification
D. More Supply Information
The supply department and its personnel can find the
answer to nearly any supply related question. It is highly
recommended that the line officer know supply department
operations. Supply department personnel are aboard to





Chapter 10 - Glossary
Afloat Shopping Guide (ASG) - The ASG is designed to assist ^
fleet personnel in identifying NSN items that are most
frequently requested by ships. It includes a detailed
description of each item, stock numbers of substitutes,
and illustrations of certain items.
Allowance - Authorization by the cognizant bureau to carry
aboard ship a specific item of equipage or a repair part,
in a given quantity.
Allowance Equipage List (AEL) - The AEL contains the allowance
quantities of equipage to support the ship's mission.
Allowance Parts List (APL) - An APL is prepared for individual
equipment/components and lists their repair parts and
technical information.
Alternate Numbers - Additional numbers that can be used to
determine an NSN such as manufacturer's part number,
drawing and piece numbers, are referred to as alternate numbers
Consolidated Afloat Requisitioning Guide Overseas (CARGO) - The
CARGO is a requisitioning guide published in two versions,
Pacific and Atlantic, which is tailored for use by afloat
requisitioners when requisitioning material, except ammunition,





Consumables - Administrative and housekeeping items,
routine maintenance tools, and general purpose hardware.
Consolidated Hazardous Item List (CHIL) - A list of items
of a potentially hazardous nature that are found in the
Navy's supply system.
Controlled Equipage - Selected items of equipage which
require increased management due to their vulnerability
to pilferage or essentiality to the ship's mission.
Coordinated Shipboard Allowance List (COSAL) - Contains
nomenclature and nameplate data on equipment, identifica-
tion data for repair parts, and designates the allowance
of repair parts to be stocked in supply storerooms.
Demand Based Item (DBI) - See Peacetime Operating Stock
(POS)
.
Equipage - Items of a durable nature that are not consumed
in use and are essential to the ship's mission. An allowed
quantity is determined on an individual ship basis and is
contained in an AEL.
Equipment Identification Code (EIC) - A 7 digit alpha-numeric
code used to identify an equipment or its components or
parts for the Maintenance Data System (MDS)
.
Fleet Issue Load List (FILL) - The FILL is contained in the




Frequency of Demand - The number of times that an item has
been issued regardless of the quantity issued.
Maintenance Data System (MPS) - A basic element of the 3M
program designed to provide a means of recording main-
tenance actions in substantial detail.
Master Repairable Item List (MRIL) - A catalog of selected
Navy managed items which, when unserviceable, are required
to be turned in to a designated overhaul point (DOP) .
National Stock Number (NSN) - An NSN is a 13 digit stock
number that consists of a four digit Federal Supply
Classification (FSC) and a nine didit National Item
Identification Number (NUN) . It uniquely identifies an
item in the federal supply system.
Operating Space Item (QSI) - Items required in shipboard
operating spaces which are not recorded in stock records
and are not under the control of the Supply Officer.
Operating Target (OPTAR) - Funds provided to purchase
services, repair parts, and consumables for the daily
operation and maintenance of the ship.
Peacetime Operating Stock (POS) - A term, synonymous with
"demand based item" , that is used by automated ships to
identify items which have a relatively high usage rate.




Pre-expended Bin Material (PEB) - PEB material consists of
SIM items having a low unit cost ($25 or less) and frequent
usage. They are expended from supply department stock and
placed in locations conveniently available to maintenance
personnel.
Repairable - A component or part designated by the cognizant
inventory manager as an item which can be economically
repaired when it becomes unserviceable.
Selected Item Management (SIM) - An item which has experienced
a frequency of demand of two or more within the past six
months. (Similar to POS and DBI in automated ships.)
Supply Operations Assistance Program (SOAP) - A concerted
effort of assigned shipboard personnel, under the supervision
of ashore based SOAP team members, to refine shipboard
inventories of repair parts and improve the supply readiness
of the ship.
Survey - A procedure required when naval material must be
condemned as a result of damage, obsolescence, or deteriora-
tion, or acknowledged as non existent as a result of loss
or theft.
Urgency of Need Designator (UND) - Indicates the relative
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